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SEX MASTERY 101
REACHING  PEAK  PERFORMANCE  BY
CONTROLLING  SEX  DESIRE

OUTPERFORM YOUR COMPETITION



Outperform your competition within

90 days?

n this 90 Minute Workshop I will show you

and your team how you can use the power

of sexual desire to reach states of peak 

Sex is the most basic human motivator but for

most men the motivation has only one

expression, that of ejaculation through sex and

masturbation. When a man learns to conserve

his life giving seed, the practice known as semen

retention, he is conserving the very life force

which drives him to become an unstoppable

action taker and ultimate competitor.

Men who practice semen retention report

unlimited levels of motivation, increased desire

to win, unlimited energy and drive, improved

clarity of mind and sharpness of their focus.

These qualities are the KEY ingredients to

success.

Have an edge and hunger that rivals

Mohammed Ali in his hey day?

Give your team the ultimate advantage?
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I
performance resulting in the ultimate

competitive advantage. I help men master their

sexual energy and turn them into champions.



“I don’t [climax] for six weeks before the fight. . . It

releases too much tension. It releases a lot of

minerals and nutrients that your body needs, and it

releases them cheaply. Releasing weakens the knees

and your legs. Find a lion that hasn’t had some food

for a while, and you’ve got a dangerous cat. So there

won’t be a drip from me. Even in my sleep — if there

are girls all over me in my dream, I say to them, “I’ve

got a fight next week, I can’t do anything. I can’t do

it.” That’s control. I’ve been doing that since I was

fifteen and its part and parcel of my preparation

now. That’s why I am who I am today — it’s down to

all those little sacrifices. Find me another boxer who

makes that sacrifice, and you’ll find another

champion”

ohammed Ali would reportedly go up to 2 months without climaxing in preparation

for a fight. Retention prior to a fight, in fact, has been standard operating procedure

among many boxers. David Haye, former British Heavyweight Champion, articulated 
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The late Napoleon Hill was one of the most successful self-help authors of the 20th century. His

famous book Think and Grow Rich is among the top 10 best-selling self-help books of all time.

In it, he has a chapter entitled “The Mystery of Sex: Transmutation.” Transmutation is about

redirecting the energy innate in powerful sexual urges into other creative pursuits. Napoleon

Hill said it best himself.

“Sex desire is the most powerful of human desires. When driven

by this desire, men develop keenness of imagination, courage,

will-power, persistence, and creative ability unknown to them

at other times. So strong and impelling is the desire for sexual

contact that men freely run the risk of life and reputation to

indulge it. When harnessed, and redirected along other lines,

this motivating force maintains all of its attributes of keenness

of imagination, courage, etc., which may be used as powerful

creative forces in literature, art, or in any other profession or

calling, including, of course, the accumulation of riches.”

M
the logic of the practice as follows.



While most will dismiss this as “hocus-pocus”, any

honest man knows how he feels after ejaculation.

His energy is depleted, his mind becomes foggy

and his motivation and fight is gone making him

weak and lazy. If a man over indulges in

ejaculation he will hinder his ability to compete

and destroy his ability to reach his full potential.

The rise of the digital age has made it harder for

men to channel this energy. Internet dating apps,

porn, web-cam girls and masturbation is running

rampant in our society and has affected men at all

levels.
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I
useful, practical and simple techniques to teach

men how they too can implement this practice.

Semen retention will help men develop incredible

self-disciple, focus and unlimited energy while still

being able to have a sex life. 

Teaching your team of men how to retain their

semen and channel their sexual desire into their

goals will give them the ultimate advantage. I have

created an entire training program dedicated to

the art of sex transmutation, helping men reach

peak performance.

have studied many practitioners of semen

retention, from monks and yogis to athletes

and world leaders and have taken the most 

To experience the power of this work I offer a FREE 90 minute workshop

which can done in person or online. Below is a basic overview of what you and

your team of men will learn in this training.

*Please note that this training can/will be tailored to your specific needs.



The benefits of semen retention, how it works and

how to channel that desire into peak performance

and winning results.

Simple methods you can use right away to control

ejaculation even while having an active sex life.

How to be better lover for your partner and satisfy

their sexual desires without losing your semen,

allowing you to retain/increase your energy and

motivation.

The difference between male orgasm and

ejaculation.

How to overcome porn use and addiction.

How to live the semen retention lifestyle WITHOUT

blue balls or sexual frustration.
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While the subject of sex has been made taboo,

leaders, trainers and coaches who are willingly to dive

into this subject will give their team an advantage so

great it will seem like there is no competition at all.

Contact me directly and we will schedule an initial

call to discuss your goals, questions and setting up

this workshop for your team.

Contact Information

Email: info@nakuladas.com 


